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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In 2017, The Vital Ground Foundation initiated an expansion of our Strategic Conservation Plan to ensure 
consistency with the organization’s vision, mission, and guiding principles. As the grizzly bear recovers and 
expands its range, it is a critical time for both strategic land conservation and for community efforts to prevent 
bear-human conflicts. Conservation organizations, communities and private landowners can work together and 
in coordination with state, federal and tribal agencies to ensure the resilience of grizzly bears for future 
generations. Through landowner and community partnerships, Vital Ground will play a major roles in this effort. 

To strategically focus the direction our work over the next 5-10 years, Vital Ground consulted with more than 50 
professional grizzly bear researchers and managers across Montana, North Idaho, Washington and Wyoming to 
inventory and prioritize the most important opportunities to prevent bear-related conflicts with humans 
throughout the region.  

Professionals identified 84 bear-related conflict prevention needs with 21 identified as the collective highest 
priorities across both states. The highest-priority needs ranged from increased agency capacity to meet current 
bear management goals to increased outreach and education on the edges of current grizzly occupancy to 
highway crossings in critical areas. 

This report focuses on the aggregated summaries and prioritized conflict prevention needs identified through the 
assessment, categorized by ecosystem.  Using this prioritized dataset of conflict prevention needs, Vital Ground 
and professional advisors will continue to evaluate specific objectives, priorities and strategies for each 
organizational goal in an effort to better guide the organization’s conservation efforts. 

 
 

Summary of Conflict Prevention Needs 
 

Ecosystem Conflict 
Needs 

Priority Conflict 
Needs 

% of Total 
Conflict Needs 

% of Total Priority 
Conflict Needs 

SELKIRK 9 2 11% 10% 

CABINET-YAAK 5 0 6% 0% 

NORTHERN 
CONTINENTAL DIVIDE 29 9 35% 43% 

GREATER 
YELLOWSTONE 6 5 7% 24% 

CONNECTIVITY AREAS 35 5 42% 24% 

Total 84 21 25% - 
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OVERVIEW 
 

PURPOSE AND NEED 

In 2017, Vital Ground began to update and expand its overall Strategic Conservation Plan to better advance its 
existing vision, mission and guiding principles, described below. Vital Ground’s board of trustees and staff 
believed an update was critical at this time to reflect recent increases in grizzly bear populations in the Greater 
Yellowstone (GYE) and Northern Continental Divide (NCDE) ecosystems. These increases have resulted in the 
expansion of grizzly activity outside of these ecosystems, as well as recent legal battles over the delisting of 
grizzlies in the GYE and proposed delisting for the NCDE grizzly population (Figure 1). Along with new 
governmental proposals regarding grizzly management has come new emphasis from conservationists on 
establishing or ensuring genetic connectivity between grizzly populations as they expand. 

As a land trust dedicated to habitat conservation that supports the recovery of grizzly bears in North America, Vital 
Ground pursues habitat protection and conflict prevention projects in the “right places” for conservation. We 
strategically target projects that carry exceptional potential to help grizzly recovery. Establishing protected and 
low-conflict areas where grizzlies are now traveling for the first time in 100 years will greatly contribute to their 
successful dispersal, survival and eventual genetic linkage throughout the region. 

Vital Ground envisions an interconnected grizzly population that stretches from Canada to Yellowstone, into the 
Bitterroot Ecosystem and other Idaho wilderness areas, and ultimately to the North Cascades of Washington 
(Figure 1). To help accomplish this vision, Vital Ground will focus its resources and partnerships on protecting the 

most strategic lands and 
travel corridors through 
which grizzlies and other 
wildlife can move with 
fewer risks of human 
conflicts and human- 
caused mortalities. Due 
to the increasing number 
of people moving to 
Montana and Idaho 
(United States Census 
Bureau, 2016) and the 
rapid loss of rural 
landscapes to 
development, time is of 
the essence. 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Federally designated Grizzly Bear Recovery Areas/Grizzly Bear Ecosystems and Vital Ground’s vision for Grizzly 
Bear recovery in the U.S. 

As grizzly populations in the NCDE and GYE increase and expand, many bears are moving through and occupying 
a mosaic of public and private lands outside of the federally-designated recovery areas, which have typically 
anchored isolated grizzly subpopulations. If grizzlies continue to recover and disperse through suitable habitats 
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lying between recovery areas, they will begin to genetically interconnect. The emphasis on and relevance of 
grizzly “subpopulations” will then diminish and the importance of maintaining regional habitat connectivity and 
minimizing conflicts between bears and humans will be crucial to the continued resilience of the species and 
goodwill between bear managers and the public living in these connectivity areas. 

New public proposals reflect the increasing number of grizzlies. Removing grizzlies from the federal endangered 
species list will transition management from federal to state and tribal authorities. It is critical that non- 
governmental entities work to make private lands more accessible and safe for grizzlies without compromising the 
intrinsic and socioeconomic values of private lands to local communities and associated governments. While a 
federal judge ordered the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to reverse its delisting of grizzlies in the GYE 
the agency is planning to delist grizzlies in the NCDE in 2018 or 2019. 

Regardless of timing, federal delisting and subsequent state and tribal management policies require that agencies 
maintain specific numbers of grizzlies to ensure that they do not return to the federal endangered species list. It is 
critical to note that state, tribal and federal policies or guidelines for future grizzly management (whether delisted 
or not) apply primarily to public lands and/or tribal lands. These policies focus on population trends, public land 
and tribal land management, and bear mortalities. They can recommend, but do not require actions for private 
lands or from landowners. Private land management, as it relates to the future of grizzly populations, is 
completely voluntary, but can be influenced and molded by land trusts and other organizations. 

Vital Ground is the only accredited land trust in the nation that focuses on grizzly bear habitat protection. Thanks 
to a strong track record of partnerships with other land trusts, government agencies, non-governmental entities 
and community organizations, Vital Ground is in an excellent position to ensure that future private land 
conservation and conflict prevention efforts over the next 5-10 years support an interconnected and low-conflict 
landscape for grizzlies. 

 

Figure 2: HCIP inventory and assessment project area. 
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PROJECT AREA 

The focus area for this project was Eastern Washington, North Idaho and Montana where the U.S Fish and Wildlife 
Service has identified major U.S. portions of the Selkirk (SEL), Cabinet-Yaak (CYE), Northern Continental Divide 
(NCDE), Bitterroot (BR), and Greater Yellowstone (GYE) Ecosystems (Fig. 2). We have not included the North 
Cascades Recovery Area in this process. As more professional information is gathered in Central Idaho and 
Wyoming, we will extend the inventory and assessment to cover those areas. 

APPROACH 

To guide strategic activities for the next 5-10 years, Vital Ground consulted with a multitude of grizzly bear and 
wildlife professionals to obtain essential information that will help facilitate conflict prevention. Through a series 
of regional workshops, professionals were asked to identify the most important bear-related conflict prevention 
needs. 

Although agency management and resources across grizzly country will continue to change over time, Vital 
Ground believes that grizzly recovery, sustainability and genetic connectivity cannot be secured without strategic 
land conservation and conflict prevention partnerships between government agencies, non-profit organizations and 
local communities that reduce threats of grizzly mortality due to human-related conflicts. 

METHODS 

Data Collection 

Vital Ground developed our inventory of conflict prevention needs through regional workshops with grizzly bear 
and other wildlife professionals. We asked attendees who work in or across Montana, North Idaho and Eastern 
Washington to identify the most important bear-human conflict prevention needs. 

Eight separate meetings were held between April and November 2017. Our approach in each meeting was to create 
thorough inventories of conflict prevention needs and to prioritize those needs based on attendees’ assessment of 
their overall value to grizzlies. Vital Ground preserved the results from each prior meeting so that newer 
participants could assess and add to the information already collected. 

Data was collected on maps that displayed topography, public lands, existing conservation easements, grizzly 
recovery areas, current grizzly distributions and private land parcels from state or county cadastral records. 
Professionals placed markers on areas where they believed the most critical conflict prevention needs were 
located. Detailed information and rationales for each selection were simultaneously recorded. After inventories 
were complete, participants shared their rationales. Participants then prioritized the conflict prevention needs 
through a standard dot exercise using three colored dots. 

Data Analyses 

Following each meeting, Vital Ground staff transferred geographical information for locations and assigned a 
unique ID to the XY coordinates using Google Earth and ArcMap. Vital Ground staff simultaneously populated a 
corresponding database with relevant data associated with each unique point including the date, grizzly bear 
ecosystem, type of habitat, number of total priority points assigned to that location and rationales. After entering 
locations into the database, the associated tables were sent to participants for review. 
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Prioritization Process 

To identify priority conflict prevention projects, Vital Ground looked for the convergence of professional opinion 
based on priority points assigned to each location. Inventoried conflict prevention needs received anywhere from 0 
to 7 priority points. Conflict prevention projects that received 2 or more priority points during the workshop were 
prioritized. 

RESULTS 

Overview 

Grizzly bear professionals identified 84 significant conflict prevention needs. Due to similarities or overlaps, 
several conflict prevention needs were combined for a total of 81 locations. Of these, 21 (25%) were identified as 
the collective highest-priority areas across Eastern Washington, North Idaho and Montana. The highest priority 
needs ranged from increased agency capacity to meet current bear management goals to increased outreach and 
education on the edges of current grizzly occupancy. Results are listed by Ecosystem or Connectivity Area in 
Tables 1-8 and Figures 2-5. 

 
 

Selkirk and Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystem Priorities 

Although a variety of conflicts were identified in both the Selkirk and Cabinet-Yaak ecosystems during the 
inventory process, only two ranked as high priority (Figure 3, Table 1). Since the Interagency Grizzly Bear 
Selkirk-Cabinet-Yaak Subcommittee is charged with both the Selkirk and Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystems, results for 
these two ecosystems have been combined. 

 

Figure 3. Location of conflict prevention needs in Selkirk and Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystems. 
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Table 1. SEL-CYE Priority Conflict Prevention Needs. 
 
 

Sequence 
No. State Ecosystem MapID Location Conflict/Needs Priority 

Points 

C1 ID SEL 306 NE Idaho-Border to 
Bonners Ferry Increase agency capacity 4 

C2 ID SEL 301 Priest Lake Secure attractants on public 
and private lands/Sanitation 2 

Total   2    
 

SEL and CYE Priority Conflict Prevention Need Descriptions 

C1. NE Idaho. At this time, there is only one full-time Idaho Fish & Game conservation officer based in Bonners 
Ferry. The primary functions of this position include bear management, law enforcement and education. 
Preventing and addressing bear-related conflicts is only part of this individual’s duties. Rugged geography 
combines with more grizzlies moving out of the Selkirks and more people inhabiting the region to produce an 
increased number of conflicts. Professionals have clearly identified the need to increase agencies’ capacity, 
increase bear awareness in local communities, bear-proof local sanitation sites and containers, improve 
compliance with food storage orders, increase hunter and recreationist bear awareness and reduce conflicts with 
hobby farmers and agricultural producers. 

C2. Priest Lake. The Priest Lake area is subject to high human use by seasonal residents and recreationists. 
Although this region’s needs could be addressed with increased agency capacity in the Bonners Ferry area as stated 
in C1, professionals identified a specific need to increase awareness of the Forest Service and Idaho Dept. of Lands 
food storage order in the area. Additionally, professionals felt a bear education program targeted at cabin owners, 
cabin lessees, campground users and local communities regarding bear food attractants would significantly reduce 
conflicts. In addition, electric fencing of waste transfer stations may be warranted in the future. 
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Northern Continental Divide (NCDE) Ecosystem Priorities 

Professionals identified nine priority conflict prevention needs for this large region (Table 2, Figure 4). The highest 
priority conflict prevention strategies are needed on the Rocky Mountain Front, including private ranchlands and 
the Blackfeet Indian Reservation. A majority of the recommendations are scattered around the edges of grizzly 
distribution. 

 
 

Figure 4. Location of conflict prevention needs for NCDE. 
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Table 2. NCDE Priority Conflict Prevention Needs. 
 
 
 

Sequence 
No. 

 
State 

 
MapID 

 
Location 

 
Conflict/Needs 

Priority 
Points 

C3 MT 317/314 East Front Agricultural attractants/Bear awareness 5 

C4 MT 316/344 Blackfeet 
Reservation 

Agricultural & community attractants/Bear 
awareness 5 

C5 MT 335 Whitefish Bear aware community/Urban attractants 3 
C6 MT 308 Eureka Ex-urban attractants 3 

C7 MT 373 Missoula 
suburbs Sanitation/bear-proof garbage 3 

C8 MT 375 Seeley Lake Bear aware community/Sanitation 2 

C9 MT 336 Flathead 
Valley Bear education school curriculum 2 

C10 MT 338 Bigfork- 
Ferndale Bear aware community 2 

C11 MT 371 Ninemile 
Valley Bear aware community/Sanitation 2 

Total  9    
 

NCDE Priority Conflict Prevention Need Descriptions 

C3. Eastern Rocky Mountain Front. Professionals identified several conflict prevention needs across a 
landscape running from the Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex east beyond I-15 and from the Blackfeet Indian 
Reservation south to Helena. In the last decade, grizzlies have significantly expanded their range in this area. With 
a few exceptions, communities located closer to the mountains are more knowledgeable and experienced in 
dealing with grizzly conflicts. The exceptions are some Hutterite colonies scattered throughout this region, where 
many residents have a low tolerance and significant trepidation about grizzlies. The highest conflict prevention 
needs are education, outreach and security of agricultural commodities (e.g., grain bins) in communities east of 
Highway 89. 

C4. Blackfeet Indian Reservation. As with the East Front, grizzlies are expanding their range east across the 
Blackfeet Indian Reservation, resulting in increased conflicts. A bear education specialist was recently hired to 
undertake education and outreach in the school system and local communities. Program funding is limited and 
there may be opportunities to partner with the tribe to extend or expand their bear management program. 

C5. Whitefish. The number of bear-human conflicts in the Whitefish area (e.g. Whitefish Mountain, Haskill and 
Trumbul Creeks) has increased for many years despite education and city ordinances. The two primary sources 
are garbage and hobby farms. Professionals recommended “bear aware” community work and sanitation efforts 
in coordination with garbage haulers to increase the use and availability of bear proof cans. Work is also needed 
to address chickens and other hobby farm attractants. 

C6. Eureka. Grizzlies are expanding their range south and west of Eureka toward Lake Koocanusa. At this time, 
there is no agency bear management specialist for Eureka and the Tobacco Valley. As a result, conflict responses 
are delayed and outreach and education  are sporadic. Although there is a food storage order on public lands, bears 
are finding attractants on private lands. The issue is prevalent on agricultural lands, new subdivision developments 
and seasonal recreational properties. 
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C7. Missoula Suburbs. As Missoula suburbs expand into forested foothills, surrounding valleys and creek 
bottoms, bear-related conflicts have increased. The foothills around these developments provide ample sources of 
native berries as well as historic orchards. Sanitation is the major issue and the community needs “bear aware” 
education and comprehensive use of bear-proof garbage containers. The bear proof loaner program, as it is 
currently structured, is not successful. Funding is needed for permanent bear proof containers and resources to 
work with local haulers on a long-term solution. 

C8. Seeley Lake. As with the Missoula suburbs, Seeley Lake needs to be a fully “bear aware” community similar 
to Red Lodge with required bear proof containers. The Seeley Lake community is well within current bear 
distribution and conflicts have occurred for years. 

C9. Flathead Valley. The entire Flathead Valley is within or adjacent to current grizzly distribution and conflicts 
have not decreased despite the presence of bear management specialists and agency food-storage orders. Although 
nearly all Flathead County rural garbage collection stations are secure, black bear and grizzly conflicts are 
continuing due to hobby farms, pet foods, bird feeders and garbage. The valley would benefit from a full-time 
education program with a bear trailer for events, fairs, schools, agricultural retail outlets, etc. Development and 
implementation of a bear-aware elementary-age curriculum is warranted in all schools across the valley. 

C10. Bigfork/Ferndale. Outreach and education such as the wake-up socials and bear fairs need to be continued in 
the Bigfork/Ferndale area due to continued bear baiting and conflicts with attractants such as chickens and pet 
food. 

C11. Ninemile Valley. As with the Missoula suburbs, sanitation is a major issue in the Ninemile Valley. Outreach 
and education is needed. The Ninemile Valley is one of the major pathways, increasingly occupied by grizzlies, 
between the NCDE and Bitterroot Ecosystem. 

Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) Priorities 

Professionals identified four high-priority conflict prevention needs for the GYE (Figure 5, Table 3). Conflict 
prevention needs included three small communities within and on the edge of current grizzly distribution north of 
Yellowstone as well Red Lodge, located northeast of Yellowstone on the edge of current grizzly distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Location of 
conflict prevention 
needs within the GYE. 
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Table 3. GYE Priority Conflict Prevention Needs. 
 

Sequence 
No. 

 
State 

 
MapID 

 
Location 

 
Conflict/Needs 

Priority 
Points 

C12 MT 362 Norris Bear aware community/Livestock 5 

C13 MT 360 Ennis Sanitation/Livestock-carcass 
removal 5 

C14 MT 369 Gardiner Bear aware community 
maintenance 5 

C15 MT 329 Red Lodge Agriculture (livestock) 4 
C16 MT 328 Big Sky Bear aware community 4 

Total  5    

 

GYE Priority Conflict Prevention Need Descriptions 

C12 & C13 Ennis/Norris. The communities and agricultural lands around Ennis and Norris, located 
approximately 30-50 miles west of Bozeman, are now on the edge of occupied grizzly habitat. Professionals 
identified a need to implement a carcass-removal program for agricultural producers in the lower Madison Valley 
and also educate landowners including the Montana State University Agricultural Station personnel about 
removing bear attractants. Outreach is also recommended for local and seasonal residents to reduce unsecured 
garbage and other attractants associated with residential development. Biologists encouraged working with 
county commissioners. 

C14. Gardiner. Gardiner is located at the north entrance of Yellowstone Park. This area experiences high seasonal 
turnover of residents and workforce with seasonal influxes of renters and tourists. Although bear aware education, 
outreach, sanitation and electric fencing is ongoing in this area, professionals recommended educational activities 
be bolstered to address residential turnover. 

C15. Red Lodge. Professionals pointed out that Red Lodge is one of the best Bear-Aware communities in 
Montana due to previous efforts to reduce conflicts in town. Red Lodge is on the edge of current grizzly 
distribution, and conflicts involving bears, livestock/agricultural operations and residential development are 
increasing. In response, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks recently hired a bear management specialist to address 
agricultural conflicts and reach out to rural landowners. 

C16. Big Sky. Although public sanitation issues with grizzlies have been addressed at the Big Sky Ski Resort, 
there are still significant problems with attractants associated with residences such as food, pets, bird feeders, 
garbage cans, etc. Since turnover is high among seasonal residents, education and outreach is recommended. 
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Connectivity Area Priorities 

Connectivity Areas are defined as lands that fall outside of designated grizzly bear recovery areas and current 
(2016) grizzly distributions but are located between grizzly recovery areas. These include those habitats that are 
likely to be used by dispersing grizzlies, based on research and habitat models. Because no high-priority conflict 
prevention points fell within the existing Bitterroot Grizzly Bear Recovery Area, staff included all high priority 
areas outside of grizzly distribution but in proximity to the Bitterroot Recovery Area in the Connectivity Areas 
analysis. Connectivity Areas do not include any lands east of the Rocky Mountain Front. 

 
 

Figure 6. Location of conflict prevention needs in Connectivity Areas. 
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Table 4. Connectivity Area Priority Conflict Prevention Needs. 
 

Sequence 
No. 

 
State 

 
MapID 

 
Location 

 
Conflict/Needs 

Priority 
Points 

 
C17 

 
MT 

 
319 

Deer Lodge- 
Anaconda- 
Phillipsburg 

Bear aware communities/Expand 
agency capacity/Sanitation 

 
5 

C18 MT 361/362 Norris/Ennis Sanitation 5 
C19 MT 368 Livingston Ex-urban attractants 3 
C20 MT 381/382 Bitterroot Sanitation/Carcass program 4/3 
C21 MT 356 Ruby Valley Carcass program 2 

Total  5    

 

Priority Connectivity Conflict Prevention Need Descriptions 

C 17. Deer Lodge-Anaconda-Phillipsburg. Many professionals believe it is time to have a bear outreach, 
education, and management program located in the Upper Clark Fork to serve citizens from Butte to Philipsburg, 
including the communities of Anaconda, Georgetown Lake, Garrison and Deer Lodge. Grizzlies have been 
documented in the Boulder and Flint Creek Mountains that flank this valley. In time, more grizzlies will reach 
private ranches and residential developments in the foothills. Potential conflicts include sanitation, hunting, 
agricultural crops, livestock carcasses and carcass pits, and many other human-sourced attractants. 

C18. Norris/Ennis. Grizzlies have now expanded their range to the lower Madison River Valley and are starting to 
come into conflict with ranchers and private landowners. There is a need to address sanitation issues through the 
county and begin to gradually close or bear-proof collection facilities, add carcass collection programs and increase 
private landowner awareness. 

C19. Livingston. Grizzlies now inhabit Paradise Valley and are moving toward Livingston and surrounding 
communities. The area would benefit from bear aware education programs aimed at preventing conflicts. This 
would facilitate dispersing bears moving north into the Crazy and Bridger mountains. 

C20. Bitterroot Valley. Although grizzlies are not currently evident in the Bitterroot Ecosystem or Bitterroot 
Valley, there are frequent problems with black bears. There is a need to begin identification of sources of potential 
grizzly conflicts. Professionals recommended initiating work with sanitation and gradually working to bear-proof 
the valley starting with the west side. 

C21. Ruby River Valley. Support is needed for the new carcass pickup program and ongoing education and 
outreach in the area. Professionals suggested working with the Conservation District to establish a carcass/animal 
compost site and initiate a speaker series in conjunction with other programming in the area. 
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Appendix A:  Maps 

 
 

This map includes all of the inventoried conflict prevention needs identified in the 2018 assessment. 
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Appendix B- Inventoried Conflicts and Prevention Strategies 
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